
Langer EMV-Technik is in the forefront of research, development, and production in the 
field of EMC. Through EMC experimental seminars and EMC workshops we offer our 
comprehensive knowledge to our customers. Our interference emission and interference 
immunity EMC measurement technology as well as the IC test system are used mainly in the

development stage and are in worldwide demand. 
NEXIO has assembled a team of over 50 technicians, engineers and doctors, able to handle 
any type of problem oriented on Testing, EMC Design and Simulation, Lightning, RF and 
RCS. Through a unique platform of products and services, NEXIO has established itself as a 
major player in the electromagnetism eld with large groups of the Aerospace, Automotive, 
Space and the Electronic Industry areas. NEXIO is organized into Innovations and Training 
transverse centers and 3 business divisions. 

ABSOLUTE EMC is a North American company specializing in EMC testing knowledge and
equipment. They offer consulting services for the use of all EMC & RF test equipment. This
includes  standards  training,  equipment  training,  and  system  building.  With  extensive
background knowledge with all brands and available technologies. Also offering insight and
market knowledge into equipment sales. ABSOLUTE EMC features  the following brands:
HiLoTest, Schwarzbeck, Schlőder, TekBox.

OPHIR-RF designs and manufactures high-power, solid-state RF and microwave amplifier 
modules, systems and integrated solutions. They offer broadband and band-specific, 
standard, adapted and custom solution. OPHIR-RF has expanded their product line and is 
now offering Traveling-Wave tube amplifiers. 

CRFS designs, builds, programs and deploys systems and solutions for RF spectrum 
monitoring, management and geolocation. We serve both defense and homeland security 
customers as well as the civilian regulatory market.

Established in the year 2007, the company GAUSS INSTRUMENTS is manufacturer of highest 
performance EMC test equipment and provides advanced EMI test solutions pushing your 
product development and testing capabilities ahead, and speeding up your time to market 
cycles.

LUMILOOP develops and markets ready to use optically powered systems: from the sensor 
through the optical power and data transfer to the software - all from a single source.

Compact Handheld Spectrum Analyzers to 87GHz and Signal Generators to 40GHz. 

UNIVERSAL SHIELDING CORPORATION Leading supplier of RFI/EMI shielded enclosures since 
1972. Featured services include MRI enclosures, shielded enclosures for test laboratories 
and TEMPEST applications, screen enclosures and cabinets for the wireless communications 
industry, large shielded enclosures for the high-voltage industry.


